Letter of Acceptance of Transfer

I, [_________________________Your Legal Name____________________________], known in the SCA as [_________________________Your Society name____________________________], accept the transfer from [_________________________Their Legal Name____________________________], known in the SCA as [_________________________Their Society Name____________________________], the following:

☐ Personal name
☐ Household name
☐ Armory
☐ Other: [_________________________Type of Item______________________________]

"[_________________________The Registered Name or Blazon of__________________________] as [_________________________the Item You Are Accepting______________________________]

as a

☐ Personal name
☐ Household name
☐ Armory
☐ Other: [_________________________Type of Item______________________________]

If this will result in a change of primary name: I wish to

☐ release
☐ retain

my current primary name [_________________________Your Society name____________________________].

I understand that this transfer cannot be withdrawn once made.

Date:

Legal Signature:

Note: a transfer of a name or item of armory requires both a letter of transfer from the owner and a letter of acceptance of transfer from the recipient.